Manipulating scattering features by metamaterials
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Abstract – We present a review on manipulations of electromagnetic scattering features by using metamaterials or metasurfaces. Several approaches in controlling the scattered fields of objects are presented, including invisibility cloaks and radar illusions based on transformation optics, carpet cloak using gradient metamaterials, dc cloaks, mantle cloaks based on scattering cancellation, “skin” cloaks using phase compensation, scattering controls with coding/programmable metasurfaces, and scattering reductions by multilayered structures. Finally, the future development of metamaterials on scattering manipulation is predicted.
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1 Introduction

Metamaterial is a kind of artificially structured material with exotic properties which are not found in nature. The effective medium property of metamaterial is not only relevant to the constitute material, but also decided by the microscopic structures. As a result, the electromagnetic (EM) responses of metamaterial can be tailored by tuning different unit geometries. The special physical properties and flexible controllability on EM waves of metamaterials have gained extensive attentions in the scientific field during the last 15 years. The left-handed material – a specific version of metamaterial, and EM invisibility cloak based on metamaterial have been listed as one of the breakthroughs of the year by the Science magazine in 2003 and 2006, respectively.

In the early years, metamaterial was referred to left-handed material with negative refractive index, whose name is due to the left-hand relationship between electric field, magnetic field and the wave vector when an EM wave propagates in the material. It was also named as backward wave material, and double negative material, etc. Left-handed material was firstly proposed by Veselago, a Soviet Union scientist, in 1968 [1], who predicted the fantastic and unusual EM properties such as the negative refraction (was later experimentally confirmed in 2001 [2]), reversed Cherenkov radiation (with experimental verifications in 2009 [3, 4]), and the reversed Doppler effect. Subsequent studies indicate that left-handed materials also have other bizarre properties, including reversed Goos-Hanchen shift [5], evanescent wave amplification [6], perfect lens effect [7], etc.

With the rapid developments of metamaterial technologies, the term “metamaterial” has gone far beyond left-handed or negative refractive index materials. At present, it has been widely accepted that metamaterials may contain all artificial composite materials with periodic/aperiodic structures and have fantastic EM properties, including gradient refractive index material [8], zero-index material [9–11], the left/right handed composite transmission line material [12], EM-parameter-tunable materials [13], etc. From this point of view, metamaterials, in a broad sense, also cover the well-developed artificial structures, such as photonic crystals [14], EM band-gap materials [15], and frequency selective surfaces [16].

In recent years, applications of metamaterials have attracted enormous interests due to their unusual properties. Metamaterials have been extensively applied in various EM devices or systems, including the invisibility cloaks [17–21], high-performance antennas [22–24], various lens structures [25–28], fabulous illusion devices [29–31], photonic devices [32, 33], and many other microwave and terahertz devices and systems [34–36]. In this review, however, we mainly focus our attention on the application of metamaterials in manipulating the scattering features of objects.

2 What is scattering manipulation?

When EM waves impinge on an object, e.g. an aircraft in the sky, the constitute materials of the object will be polarized...
by the incident field, giving rise to enormous number of oscillating dipoles inside the object, which act as the secondary sources and re-radiate in the space. Macroscopically speaking, the incident waves are scattered by the object and redistributed in all directions. Quite naturally, these scattered fields depend on the geometry of the object, the shape, size, roughness of surface, and the constitutive materials inside the object. In other words, they carry the information of the object. Through analyzing the scattered fields, it is possible to identify the object in a distance. This fact lays the foundation of the modern radar technology, which is schematically illustrated in Figure 1a.

Different objects have different scattering features, just like the “fingerprint” of human beings. Then, is it possible to change this “fingerprint” and disguise the object as nothing or another one? This is exactly what scattering manipulation will do. Traditionally, people use weird shapes and irregular surfaces to reflect incident waves into other directions and hence reduce the possibility of detection, and this design has been adopted in various fighter planes. Another method is to paint the object with a coating layer, which can absorb the EM energy and make the object undetectable. However, we will not focus on these traditional methods in the current work.

With the development of metamaterial technology, novel approaches have been proposed to control the scattering features of an object. Among them, the transformation optics (TO) based invisibility cloak design is well known in the community. For this approach, a metamaterial-based shell is used to wrap the object, guide the incident EM wave around the object, and return to their original propagation as if nothing happens. Based on this idea, illusion shells can also be designed and implemented, which can change the “fingerprint” of one object into that of a pre-designed one. Moreover, one can even reverse the cloak design and extensively magnify the scattering of a certain object, and this is called the super-scattering scheme [37]. A schematic illustration of scattering manipulation is given in Figure 1b.

In most cases, the TO based shells are bulky, narrow-banded, and are difficult for practical realizations. To address the problem, a two-dimensional (2D) metamaterial with a very small thickness, termed as the metasurface, has been proposed. The metasurface consists of large number of resonant units, and can be used to enclose an object and change the scattering properties by geometrically tuning the unit cells. A skin cloak, which is used to cover an object and keep it from the overhead detection, has also been realized using the metasurface. In addition to the above methods, one can use a multilayered structure to wrap the object and modify the scattering feature by tuning the layer geometry, material parameters, and so on. In many cases, this scheme gives the most affordable and effective solution for the scattering manipulation.

In the following sections, we will discuss various scattering manipulation schemes, including the invisibility cloak [38], radar illusion [39], carpet cloak [40, 41], DC cloak [17], mantle cloak [42], an ultra-thin carpet cloak [43], digital and programmable metasurface [44], and multilayer structure based on optimizations [45–47]. Finally, we give the conclusion on this topic.

3 Perfect cloak based on transformation optics

With the in-depth researches on metamaterials, the corresponding novel devices have gained wide concerns. However, for a long time, there has not been a systematic method to support the design of these devices until a perfect EM cloak is ingeniously designed by Pendry et al. in 2006 [38]. This is a very beautiful thought. The fundamental theory behind the design, transformation optics, seamlessly bridges the gap between the metamaterial technology and novel EM devices.

Figure 2 shows the ray-tracing performance of the perfect cloak proposed by Pendry and coworkers. When the cloak is illuminated, the incident rays will be guided along the cloak, and no EM radiations can get into the concealed volume. However, after passing through the invisibility cloak, light rays restore to the original path again, as if they are propagating in the free space. Hence, an object with arbitrary shape can be hidden in the concealed space.

In realization of the perfect cloak, the EM parameters can be acquired by the TO theory. The fundamental of TO is the invariance of Maxwell’s equations, which has exactly the same form in any coordinate system. However, the permittivity and permeability should be transformed in a unified manner. In the new coordinate system, the renormalized values of permittivity and permeability can be expressed as:

\[
e_\prime = \frac{AeA^T}{\det(A)}, \quad \mu' = \frac{A\mu A^T}{\det(A)},
\]

(1)

in which \((e, \mu)\) and \((e', \mu')\) are the constitutive tensors in the real space and the cloak space, respectively, and \(A\) is the Jacobian matrix with components \(A_{ij} = \partial x_i'/\partial x_j\). It can be clearly seen that inhomogeneous and anisotropic materials are needed for the design, which can be nicely provided by the emerging metamaterials.

For Pendry’s cloak, the 2D cylindrical design requires the following parameters:

\[
e'_r = \mu'_r = \frac{r - R_1}{r}, \quad e'_\theta = \mu'_\theta = \frac{r}{r - R_1}, \quad e'_z = \mu'_z = \left(\frac{R_2}{R_2 - R_1}\right)^2 \frac{r - R_1}{r}.
\]

(2)

In order to facilitate the implementation, the transverse-electric (TE) polarization is further considered. The above materials can be approximately reduced into the following
form, in which only $\varepsilon'_r$, $\mu'_r$, and $\mu'_\circ$ are relevant, bearing in mind that both materials have the same performance in the sense of geometrical optics approximation [48]:

$$
\varepsilon' = \left( \frac{R_2}{R_2 - R_1} \right)^2, \mu' = \left( \frac{r - R_1}{r} \right), \mu'_\circ = 1. \tag{3}
$$

The experimental verification for the first invisibility cloak was carried out by Smith's group in 2006 [48]. Figure 3 is the fabricated 2D microwave cloaking device with split-ring resonator (SRR) structured metamaterials.

Figures 4A and 4B are the simulations of the cloak with the exact and reduced material parameters, respectively, while Figures 4C and 4D are the experimental measurements of the bare conducting cylinder and the cloaked conducting cylinder, respectively. The comparison between Figures 4B and 4D indicates that the full-wave simulations with reduced materials are in good agreement with the experimental data. Though the invisibility is imperfect due to the approximations used and material absorption, this result does provide an experimental display of the EM cloaking mechanism. In addition to this, the theoretical frame of TO and the realization with metamaterials also establish a solid foundation for the design and implementation of other novel EM devices.

4 A radar illusion device using metamaterials

Under the radar detection, the scattering properties of different objects will differ significantly. However, if regulated appropriately, the scattering pattern of an object can be changed. For example, when wrapped with a properly designed metamaterial shell, the scattering pattern of one object can appear exactly the same as that of another one. As a result, the radar equipment will be confused and deceived, which is known as "illusion". The illusion device was first conceptually proposed by Lai et al. [29], capable of changing one object into another. Based on this theory, researchers have studied deeply on various illusion devices [49–52]. Jiang et al. proposed an illusion device that can transform an arbitrary object virtually into a small-sized one with the desired parameters [53]. A virtual-shifting illusion device [54] was also proposed by the same group, which can render an arbitrary object located at one place to appear at another place.

Recently, based on TO theory and metamaterial technology, a ghost illusion device is proposed and designed by Jiang and coworkers [39], which can virtually transform the scattering signature of an arbitrary object into that of multiple arbitrarily-designed and isolated ghost objects. Figure 5 illustrates the functions of the ghost illusion device, where a perfectly conducting metallic object (Figure 5a) is transformed into three objects (Figure 5b). The corresponding radar signature of the covered metallic object (Figure 5f) of a metallic object and two dielectric wings in Figure 5c. As a result, probing radar will wrongly identify the metal object as three separate objects.

Similar to the invisibility cloak, the ghost illusion device can be readily realized by TO and metamaterials. In this case, a cylindrical object (with radius $a$) and a ghost device (with outer radius $c$) are chosen in the physical space. While in the virtual space, there are three distinct objects: a shrunken object and two wing-ghosts, as shown in Figure 5c. For simplicity, two wing-ghosts are designed as an example. The radius of shrunken object is $a'$ and the inner and outer radii of wing-ghosts are $b'$ and $c$ respectively. One possible mapping for
the above ghost illusion device in general 3D case is given by [39]:

$$r, \theta, \phi = (k(r' - a') + a, \theta', \phi'), \quad (4)$$

where $k = \frac{c}{\omega}$. Based on TO theory, the relative permittivity and permeability in region $a < r < c$ (except for the two wing-ghost areas) and the two wing-ghost areas can be described respectively by

$$\left(\varepsilon_r, \varepsilon_\theta, \varepsilon_\phi\right) = \left(\mu_r, \mu_\theta, \mu_\phi\right) = \left(\frac{1}{k} \left(\frac{r - a + ka'}{r}\right), \frac{1}{k}, 1\right), \quad (5)$$

and

$$\left(\varepsilon_r, \varepsilon_\theta, \varepsilon_\phi\right) = \left(\mu_r, \mu_\theta, \mu_\phi\right) = \left(\frac{1}{k} \left(\frac{r - a + ka'}{r}\right), \frac{1}{k}, \varepsilon_{\text{virtual}}\right), \quad (6)$$

where $\varepsilon_{\text{virtual}}$ is the pre-designed permittivity of the ghost-wing targets. As we can see, these parameters are inhomogeneous and anisotropic, which are difficult to realize by the current metamaterial techniques. In order to be realized by artificial materials, the materials under TE polarization can be simplified as follows:

$$\left(\mu_r, \mu_\theta, \varepsilon_z\right) = \left(\frac{(r - a + ka')^2}{r}, \frac{1}{k^2}\right), \quad (7)$$

and

$$\left(\mu_r, \mu_\theta, \varepsilon_z\right) = \left(\frac{(r - a + ka')^2}{r}, \frac{1}{k^2}, \frac{\varepsilon_{\text{virtual}}}{k^2}\right). \quad (8)$$

Then, in both parts of the ghost illusion device, $\mu_\theta$ and $\varepsilon_z$ are constants, while only $\mu_r$ varies in the radial direction, which can be easily realized by artificial structured materials, such as SRR-based ones [48].

Figure 6 shows the designed ghost illusion device, which consists of eight concentric layers of low-loss printed circuit boards (PCBs) with each layer carrying three rows of SRRs. In region I, the permittivity maintains 2.82 and the permeability ranges from 0.065 to 0.226, while in region II, the permittivity maintains 6.29 and the permeability ranges from 0.226 to 0.355, which can be easily achieved by carefully tuning the size of SRRs.

Figure 7a illustrates the experimental setup together with the resultant 2D fields in the near zone. Figures 7b and 7d show the measurement and simulation results of the ghost device, respectively, which is accordance with each other. For more details, the simulated and measured electric field intensity along a pre-selected line can be seen in Figure 7c. In comparison, the harmony is observed between the two lines, proving the correctness of the design again.

5 Carpet cloak using gradient metamaterials

As we have shown in the previous sectors, cloaks based on transformation optics have been a very hot topic in recent years. However, most of the designed cloaks require inhomogeneous and anisotropic materials, and even singular parameters. Usually, they are realized with metamaterials using resonant unit cells, and thus have a narrow frequency band and relatively large loss. Though reduced cloaks have been demonstrated [48], these devices are realized at the cost of unsatisfied cloaking performance. Owing to the stringent requirement for the metamaterials, the realization of full cloak is still a challenge. To address these problems, carpet cloaks are proposed [40, 41, 55, 56]. These devices can cover an object on a ground plane and make it invisible from the above radar detection. The designed carpet cloaks have the advantages such as relatively simple EM parameters, easy realization, low loss, omni-direction, and so on.
The key ingredient for the carpet cloak design is the transformation function utilized in the TO frame. For general TO designs, arbitrary transformation functions are chosen, connecting the virtual and physical spaces. However, this arbitrariness also leads to the anisotropy of the resulted materials. Then, it is quite natural that an optimized transformation function can lead to a better design. Based on this idea, Pendry and Li proposed to use quasi-conformal mapping for the cloak, which can minimize the anisotropy of the resulted material and give rise to an approximated dielectric [55]. One obvious weak point does exist, this design can only be applied to "carpet" designs instead of fully-spatial cloaks.

It really works! Shortly after proposal of the carpet design, an experimental realization of a two-dimensional carpet cloak was delivered by Liu and coworkers [40]. In this design, the refractive index of the carpet was implemented with nonresonant metamaterial elements, i.e., the I-shaped unit cells, which not only can meet the required constitutive parameters but also have relatively wide bandwidth and low loss. The geometry of the constructed elements is determined by an automated design process. Figure 8 shows the fabricated carpet cloak, the unit cell, and the retrieved refractive index at different geometries.

The key ingredient for the carpet cloak design is the transformation function utilized in the TO frame. For general TO designs, arbitrary transformation functions are chosen, connecting the virtual and physical spaces. However, this arbitrariness also leads to the anisotropy of the resulted materials. Then, it is quite natural that an optimized transformation function can lead to a better design. Based on this idea, Pendry and Li proposed to use quasi-conformal mapping for the cloak, which can minimize the anisotropy of the resulted material and give rise to an approximated dielectric [55]. One obvious weak point does exist, this design can only be applied to "carpet" designs instead of fully-spatial cloaks.
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Figure 6. The conventional and modified SRRs constitute the ghost device following the parameters described in equations (7) and (8). Reprinted (figure) with permission from reference [39]. Copyright © 2013 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.

Figure 7. The experimental setup, simulation and experimental results of the ghost-illusion device. (a) Illustration of the experimental setup. (b) The measurement result. (c) The normalized intensity along the red dashed line $x = 3.8\lambda_0$. (d) The simulation result. Reprinted (figure) with permission from reference [39]. Copyright © 2013 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.
beam is restored as if the ground plane were flat. Besides, the wide-band characteristics of the cloak is tested at 13 GHz, 15 GHz, and 16 GHz, as shown in Figures 9D–9F respectively.

In 2010, our group designed and verified a 3D ground-plane cloak at the microwave frequencies [41]. This ground-plane cloak can conceal a 3D object located under a cone-shaped conducting plane from all viewing angles, the reflection of which is consistent with a flat conducting plane. Figure 10 demonstrates the designed 3D microwave ground-plane cloak and its refractive index distribution. Like the 2D case, only gradient refractive index (GRIN) materials are needed in the design. The material parameters of the whole cloak are obtained by rotating the refractive index profile in the 2D situation around the axis of the device (z axis in the figure). In our design, the GRIN material was realized by multilayered dielectric plates with drilled inhomogeneous holes. According to the effective medium theory, the equivalent permittivity of the holey material can be estimated as

\[ e_{\text{eff}} = e_0 f + e_d (1 - f) \]

where \( f \) is the filling ratio of the holes that can be adjusted by the size of the holes.

Figure 11 shows the simulated and measured electric fields for the parallel-polarized incidence in the far region. It can be seen that the measured (Figures 11g–11i) and simulated (Figures 11a–11c) results are in good agreement at the operating frequency of 10 GHz. Figures 11a and 11g indicate the wave incident on the flat ground plane produces a single-peak reflection at the mirror-reflecting direction. Figures 11b and 11h are the situations when the cone-shaped metallic cover is present. It is obvious that the perturbations are generated in the far field. However, the single-peak reflection is restored as if the ground plane were flat when the metallic structure is covered by the designed 3D cloak, as shown in Figures 11c and 11i. In order to demonstrate the wide-band characteristics of the designed ground-plane cloak, measurements at the frequencies of 9 GHz and 12 GHz are carried out, as shown in Figures 11d–11f and Figures 11j–11l, respectively. Besides, the similar results are observed when illuminated with
perpendicular-polarized electric field. All above experimental results confirms the correctness of our design through drilling materials. It is obvious that good cloaking effects are achieved using the 3D cloak in a broad frequency band.

6 DC cloak

Like time-varying EM fields, static/steady electric/magnetic fields also play an important role in scientific sectors. As has been mentioned above, using transformation optics and metamaterial technology, various novel EM devices have been made possible, especially those on invisibility cloaks. However, only a few works are reported on invisibility cloaks and meta-materials for static/steady fields [57–62]. In 2012, our group presented the first experimental demonstration of a dc electric cloak for steady current fields using TO theory. The dc cloak was realized with a resistor network [17], as demonstrated in Figure 12.

For the steady electric fields and currents in a conducting medium, Maxwell’s equations still hold. However, the constitutive equation is \( \mathbf{J} = \sigma \mathbf{E} \), where \( \sigma \) is the conductivity. As a result, the material transformation in the TO frame also goes for conductivity. For the realization of a 2D dc cloak, the linear transformation in cylindrical coordinate system was adopted, as used by Pendry’s group [38]. Then, using TO, the transformed conductivities for the invisibility cloak can be written as

\[
\bar{\sigma}' = \Lambda \left[ \frac{\rho' - a}{\rho'}, \frac{\rho' - a}{\rho'}, \left( \frac{b}{b-a} \right)^2 \right] \bar{\sigma}.
\]  

(9)

Where, \( \Lambda \) represents a diagonal tensor. Again, inhomogeneous and anisotropic electrical conductivities are needed. As we all know, the required conductivities are difficult to be realized with natural materials. However, they can be readily emulated by using a resistor network.

Figure 13a illustrates the continuous conducting material plate (with the conductivity \( \sigma \) and thickness \( h \)) discretized by the polar grid. Based on Ohm’s law, each elementary cell in the grid can be implemented by two different resistors, one in the radial direction, and the other in the tangent direction, which can be expressed as

\[
R_{\rho} = \frac{\Delta \rho}{\sigma \rho \Delta \phi h}, \quad R_{\phi} = \frac{\rho \Delta \phi}{\sigma \phi \Delta \rho h}.
\]  

(10)

In which, \( \Delta \rho \) and \( \Delta \phi \) are step lengths in the radial and tangential directions, respectively. Hence, different resistors in radial and tangential directions can be adopted to realize the anisotropic conductivity tensor, as show in Figure 13b.

Figures 14a and 14b present the simulated voltage distributions when a dc cloak works, which is used to hide a defect in a conducting medium. In the figure, the concentric circles represent the ideal equipotential lines for a point source. Figures 14c and 14d show the measured results when the central region is
cloaked. It is obvious that the potential distributions restore to the original concentric circles, as if no defect exists. Hence, the cloaked region can be protected from being detected. The comparison between the measured and the simulated results shows that they have good consistency. Though there is a tiny difference, it is mainly induced by the deviations between calculated and actually used resistors, and the distorted resistor distributions by manual soldering process. Hence the fabricated dc cloak has nearly perfect cloaking performance.

It seems that the dc cloaking has nothing to do with scattering manipulation. However, we remark that it represents a large number of applications using the “TO + metamaterial” frame, based on Laplace’s equation. These applications include thermal cloaking, illusion and manipulation, and even acoustic cloaking, illusion and controlling. Though “scattering” does not apply or directly apply to these applications, similar methodologies can be borrowed in various designs [20, 63–69].

7 Mantle cloak: Invisibility induced by a surface

In recent years, metasurface [70] has attracted much attention, which can manipulate the phase, polarization and propagation mode of EM waves flexibly. Metasurface is an ultra-thin, 2D surface composed of arrays of metamaterial units. It has a series of fascinating EM properties by controlling the phase gradient or through impedance tuning, and can be used to design various EM devices [71–75]. Figure 15 shows a schematic mantle cloak from Alu’s group [42], which is a patterned metasurface producing cloaking effect in a very thin geometry. In this design, the total scattering are greatly reduced by inducing suitable surface currents on the metasurface, which is readily achieved by tailoring its effective surface impedance with proper patterns. Besides, this mantle cloak is based on non-resonant units, having advantages like ultrathin structure, low loss and wide bandwidth, etc.

In the design of this mantle cloak, a patterned metallic surface composed of subwavelength periodic structures is adopted, whose EM behavior may be effectively described by an averaged surface impedance \( Z_s = R_s - iX_s \). The relations between the averaged tangential electric field at the surface \( E_{\text{tan}} \) and the averaged induced surface current \( J \) can be expressed as:

\[
E_{\text{tan}} = Z_s J.
\]

This assumption is valid as long as the periodic pattern on a metallic surface is smaller than the wavelength of operation. In their work, the Mie scattering theory [76] was used to analyze the scattering problem, and the metasurface itself comes into the problem through impedance boundary conditions, i.e.

\[
E_{\text{tan}|\mu=a_c^c} = E_{\text{tan}|\mu=b_c^c} = Z_s \left( H_{\mu=a_c^c} - H_{\mu=b_c^c} \right).
\]

When illuminated by the plane waves, both TE and TM modes will be excited by the object and the cloak. To greatly suppress the scattering, one needs to minimize the dominant TM or TE modes in the scattered waves. Through rigorous calculation, the requirement for suppression of the 3rd TM mode is obtained, which requires the cancellation of the following determinant [42]:

\[
\text{see the Equation (12) in the next page.}
\]

For the TE mode, similar terms can be obtained by using the principle of duality. In the quasi-static limit, for which \((k_d a_c \ll 1)\), the dominant contribution to scattering is given by the \( n = 1 \) dominant mode, and the approximate conditions for cloaking in the two polarizations may be written in an closed form, which are

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{TM} : X_s &= \frac{2[2 + \varepsilon - \gamma^2(\varepsilon - 1)]}{3\gamma^2 \epsilon \omega \varepsilon (\varepsilon - 1)} \\
\text{TE} : X_s &= \frac{\omega \mu \mu_0 [2 + \mu + 2\gamma^3(\mu - 1)]}{6\gamma^3 (\mu - 1)}.
\end{align*}
\]

From equation (13) we can see, both the TE and TM mode can be suppressed by proper choice of the surface reactance [77]. When the size of the object is comparable to the wavelength, a perfect mantle cloak can be designed by using equation (13).
Figure 16 shows the variation of the total SCS with the surface reactance of a mantle cloak, which is covered on the surface of a sphere with permittivity \( \varepsilon = 10 \) and diameter \( 2a = k_0/5 \), and for different frequencies of operation.

When compared to the bare sphere represented by the thin dashed line, it is obvious that the total SCS can be reduced in a significant degree by choosing a proper surface reactance. It is also seen that for sufficiently large reactance values the patterned surface does not have any effect on the scattering. This is understandable since the limit of no surface is given by \( X_s \to \infty \). Figure 16b demonstrates that for the special design \( (a_c = 1.1a) \), a very large of reduction of scattering can be achieved with a specific surface reactance \((175 \Omega)\) in a wide bandwidth, which shows that a suitably designed mantle cloak can achieve significant scattering reduction over a large frequency range.

It is obvious that a mantle cloak with suitable surface reactance may largely reduce the scattering and restore unperturbed planar wavefronts around the cloak. Compared to the transformation-based cloaks that completely insulate the object, the field can penetrate inside the sphere, and may also provide the possibility to sense and extract the signal inside the mantle device without significantly perturbing the surrounding EM field. Moreover, the cloak has a wider bandwidth. The main disadvantage of the design is that the size of the cloaked object cannot be very large. It is expected that a multilayered surface, or an anisotropic one, may provide more degrees of freedom, suppress higher modes, and lead to better performances.

8 Ultra-thin carpet cloak and “skin” cloaking with a metasurface

The cloaks designed with transformation optics are seriously challenged by the very complex material properties \([38]\). Carpet cloaks based on quasi-conformal mapping can greatly reduce the complexity of material, and these devices are placed on top of object on the ground against overhead

\[
U_{TM}^{TM} = \begin{bmatrix}
    j_z(k_oa) & j_z(k_oa) & y_z(k_oa) & 0 \\
    [k_oa j_z(k_oa)]/\varepsilon & [k_oa j_z(k_oa)]/\varepsilon & [k_oa y_z(k_oa)]/\varepsilon & [k_oa y_z(k_oa)]/\varepsilon \\
    0 & j_n(k_oa_a + [k_oa j_z(k_oa)]/i(\varepsilon a_o Z_r) & y_n(k_oa) + [k_oa y_z(k_oa)]/i(\varepsilon a_o Z_r) & j_n(k_oa) \\
    0 & [k_oa j_z(k_oa)]/\varepsilon & [k_oa y_z(k_oa)]/\varepsilon & [k_oa j_z(k_oa)]/\varepsilon
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Figure 14. The simulated (a), (b), and measured potential (voltage) distributions (c), (d), when the dc cloak exists to hide the central region. Note that the concentric circles denote the ideal equipotential lines. Nearly perfect cloaking effect is observed. Reprinted (figure) with permission from reference [17] Copyright (2012) by the American Physical Society.
detection. However, in most cases, the shell is too thick for practical applications [78]. In this regard, metasurface provides another route for designing ultra-thin carpet cloaks.

Figure 17 is an ultra-thin carpet cloak that we proposed in 2013 [43]. The cloak is a tent-like structure made of two metasurfaces (only one is shown due to the symmetry of the structure). When illuminated by EM waves from above, the reflected waves will propagate along the original way as if the EM wave is incident on a flat ground plane.

For the realization the ultra-thin carpet cloak, the reflection phase of the metallic patches on the structure need to be carefully tuned. As shown in Figure 17, in order to cancel the optical path difference corresponding to the adjacent units \( (4\pi/\lambda_0) p \sin \theta \), an additional phase change between the neighboring units should be:

\[
\Delta \phi = 2k_0 \Delta s = (4\pi/\lambda_0) p \sin \theta \quad (14)
\]

Based on the metallic “H” patterns, the 2D ultrathin carpet cloak was implemented, and the experimental measurement at microwave frequencies is performed. Numerical and experimental results all confirm the correctness of the idea [43]. Based on the similar theory, Alù and other scholars also designed similar 2D and 3D carpet cloaks [79].

In 2015, Hsu et al. rigorously analyzed and got the required phase distribution of an arbitrarily-shaped 2D carpet cloak [80], which was given in equation (15):

\[
\Phi(x) = 2k_0 z(x) \cos (\theta_C) + \text{const}, \quad (15)
\]

where, \( \theta_C \) is the incidence phase, \( z(x) \) is the shape function of the carpet, and const is the reflection phase by ground. They also presented an implementation method based on dielectric resonant unit, which makes the device work at a higher frequency.

Also in 2015, Zhang’s group proposed and verified a 3D skin cloak in the optical frequency [81]. This cloak can hide multiple bumps and dents on the ground from being detected. In the design, reflected phase from the irregular surface is manipulated by nano antenna arrays. After manipulation, the reflection phenomenon is similar to specular reflection, and hence the cloak is achieved. Figure 18 shows the experimental results of the extremely thin 3D invisibility skin cloak [81].

The ultra-thin property is an outstanding advantage of skin cloaks as compared to its bulky counterpart. However, the disadvantage is also very obvious, i.e. its directional property, making the cloak effective in only a particular direction. Once the incident direction is changed (for the probing waves), the stealth performance dropped significantly. However, with the development of dynamically controllable metamaterial, the realization of a new skin cloak, whose reflected phase distribution can be modulated in a real-time manner according to the incident EM waves, is not impossible.

9 Scattering control with digital and programmable metasurface

In 2014, the concepts of coding metamaterials and programmable metamaterials were proposed to control the scattering and radiations of EM waves using digital coding particles [44]. In essence, they are controllable EM metasurfaces. A typical unit cell and a digital metasurface are shown in Figure 19. As we have mentioned earlier, metasurface is a new 2D artificial structure, is made of arrays of subwavelength units which are arranged according to certain
rules. Each unit cell can realize specific reflection and/or transmission phase. Hence, EM waves can be manipulated flexibly by controlling the phase of the units. In most cases, these phases approximately cover an interval between $[0, 2\pi]$. Due to the discrete nature of the unit cells, only a finite number of phases are selected in the interval and realized using specific unit cells. Then, if we encode these discrete values in binary numbers, the digital metamaterial (unit) is obtained, which differs from the analog counterpart due to the limited number and discrete phase values. The so-called coding metamaterial can be obtained when the corresponding digital units are arranged in a certain pattern. If the field programmable gate array (FPGA) is used for dynamically controlling the arrangement of these units, the programmable metamaterials will be obtained. It can be seen that, with the development of electronics, control theory and computer technology, the implementation of arbitrarily programmable metamaterial is almost within reach.
To facilitate understanding, we begin with the simplest case of phase-coding, i.e. one-bit coding, in the context of a reflectarray. “One-bit” coding metamaterials compose of only two types of unit cells, with 0 and π reflected phase responses, respectively (named as “0” and “1” elements, please refer to Figure 19). Then, the control of EM wave can be realized by arraying “0” and “1” elements with regular patterns on a 2D surface. For actual configurations, we can arrange the unit cells in a 0000...0000... pattern, which means “0” elements are arrayed in both x and y directions; another pattern is 010101...010101..., which indicates alternating 0 and 1 elements are patterned in x direction while the arrangement in y direction remains unchanged; of course, the third pattern can also be adopted, i.e. 01010101/10101010, and this suggests alternating arrangements in both x and y directions. For the first arrangement, there is no phase gradient in x, y directions since the metasurface is composed of the same unit. As a result, the normally incident beam will mainly be reflected to original directions, which is similar to specular reflection, as shown in Figures 20a, 20d and 20g. While for the second pattern, the alternating arrangement of “0” and “1” elements in x direction introduces a π/unit phase gradient. Then, based on generalized Snell’s law [70], the normally incident beam will be reflected to two symmetrically oriented directions in the xoz plane, instead of its original directions, as illustrated in Figures 20b, 20e and 20h. Similarly, when a phase gradient is introduced in y direction as well as x direction, as is done in the third scheme, the normally incident beam will mainly be reflected to four symmetrically oriented directions, as demonstrated in Figures 20c, 20f and 20i. It can be seen that due to the introduction of discretization and coding scheme, the metasurface has more degrees of freedom for realizing more complex functions. It is quite obvious that when “0” and “1” units are arranged in random distributions, the reflected EM waves will become disordered, and then the diffuse reflection is obtained. In this case, as a matter of fact, the 2D EM metasurface is a kind of random surface.

For the “1 bit” case, if a control mechanism is integrated into the unit design, one can get a programmable metasurface using this tunable unit cells. A specific realization and control method are also given by our group [44], as illustrated in Figure 21. The two quasi rectangular units are linked by a varactor, whose bias voltage are provided by two metal strips on the back surface of the PCB through two via holes. When the voltage between the metal strips is 3.3 V, the unit is in “on” state, corresponding to phase “1”; however, when the bias voltage of the metal strips is 0 V, the unit is in “off” state, corresponding to phase “0”. Therefore, the units’ working state can be controlled by modulating the voltage on metal strips. Through the application of FPGA, we also realized a specific programmable EM metamaterials, capable of realizing the above patterns, and experiment results confirm the correctness of the design.

Besides, the “multiple-bit” coding metamaterial can also be designed by simply adding more phases in the cell design. For example, the “2-bit” metamaterial is composed of four types of unit cells with phase difference close to 90°, (coded as “00”, “01”, “10” and “11” elements). EM waves can be controlled by regulating the distribution of “00”, “01”, “10” and “11” with certain rules. Similarly, when metasurface is controlled by FPGA, the programmable metamaterials can be realized. If they are controlled by FPGA in a real-time manner, a variety of functions can be achieved, such as single-beam, multi-beam, beam scanning, and active cloaking, etc. Predictably, coding and programmable metamaterials lay a solid foundation for the future development of intelligent radar and other intelligent systems.

10 Scattering manipulation with optimized multilayer structures

Scattering manipulation schemes, whether they are based on TO or metasurfaces, generally require metamaterials for realization due to material limitations in nature. As a result, the weak points for the current-stage metamaterials are also brought into the scheme (e.g. narrow bandwidth, relatively large loss, and polarization sensitivity). In this regard, a novel scheme using natural materials or their combinations seems much desirable and plausible. However, one has to use...
“quantity” for the sake of “quality”, i.e. to get more “degrees of freedom” to deal with the complexity and add flexibility in this scenario. A very simple route is to use a multilayered shell structure, whose geometrical size and EM parameters can be optimized in a controlled manner, so as to give the proper EM response. Genetic algorithm [82], a heuristic optimization method, can usually do the work, since the controllable parameters for each layer can be naturally coded and connected together, giving rise to a “chromosome”. The evolution of the chromosome eventually leads to an optimized design. However, other optimization methods may also be utilized for this problem.

The first example is for the cloaking application. In 2009, Popa and coworkers present a method to reduce the scattering from arbitrary objects by surrounding them with multilayers of homogeneous and anisotropic materials [45]. They used an optimization procedure, i.e. Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) method, which is already implemented in software tools such as MATHEMATICA and MATLAB, to find the material parameters for each layer. The authors showed that an optimized three-layer shell can reduce the maximum scattering of an object by as much as 15 dB more than a 100-layer realization of a coordinate transformation cloaking shell. Though the authors argued that the method can be used for cloaking arbitrary object, they illustrated the procedure by using a 2D cylindrical object. As illustrated in Figure 22, a PEC cylinder is wrapped by an M-layered shell and illuminated by a TE polarized plane wave (electric field in the $z$ direction). The inner and outer radii of the shell are $a$ and $b$, respectively. Each layer is supposed to have the same thickness, of course, this is not necessary in other cases. Due to the simplicity of the current problem, the scattered field for this composite structure can be easily obtained using the Mie scattering theory [76], which is

$$E_{sc} = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} A_n H_2^{(2)}(k_n r) \cos n\phi.$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

The radar cross section per unit length, also known as scattering width (SW) of the structure, is defined as $\sigma(\phi) = 2\pi R|E_{sc}(\phi, R)/E_{inc}|^2$, where $R$ is a large distance from the cylindrical axis, and $E_{inc}$ is the amplitude of the incident wave. Because of the TE polarization, only material parameters $\varepsilon_0^{(1\ldots M)}$, $\mu_0^{(1\ldots M)}$, $\mu_0^{(1\ldots M)}$ for each layer are concerned, and the changes of these parameters will definitely modify the scattering width. Hence, the authors expect to minimize the objective function, i.e. SW, by optimizing these material parameters.

In their design procedure, the starting points for the material parameters are

$$X_0 = \left(\varepsilon_0^{(1\ldots M)}, \mu_0^{(1\ldots M)}, \mu_0^{(1\ldots M)}\right).$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)
which is the discrete values by the TO design. By utilizing the BFGS method, the authors successfully got the optimized parameters for the $M = 3$ case, i.e. only three layers are used in the optimization. Table 1 lists the output parameters together with the initial guess.

The performance of the design is given in Figure 23. For comparison, the discrete implementation of the TO-based cloak design with different layers is also provided in the figure. It is quite obvious that the optimized design gives rise to the best performance. In this case, the maximum scattered field is approximately 15 dB smaller for the optimized three-layer cloak than for the 100-layer discretization of the coordinate transformation cloak.

As has been pointed out earlier, constraints for material parameters can also be incorporated into the optimization procedure, so as to lower the implementation difficulties. In this regard, Popa and coworkers demonstrated a nonmagnetic multi-shell design for the TM polarized plane waves, and for the same object. Figure 24a shows the optimization results. Again, compared with the analytical nonmagnetic design and the three-layer discretization of the analytical version, the optimized three-layer design leads to the lowest scattering. Figure 24b illustrates the simulated near field distribution, similar conclusions can be made. The above observation once again validates the correctness and advantage of the optimization method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Initial guess</th>
<th>Optimized parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_1$, $\mu_1$, $\mu_{1\phi}$</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_2$, $\mu_2$, $\mu_{2\phi}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.60, 0.021, 47.15</td>
<td>3.32, 0.006, 47.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.61, 0.061, 16.38</td>
<td>6.06, 0.039, 16.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Besides cloaking, optimized multilayer structure can also be used for the magnification of an object, i.e. for super-scattering applications. In 2014, Mirzaei et al. [46] used genetic algorithm to design a realistic core-shell nanostructures with the super-scattering effect, which can be achieved at any desired wavelength. In their design, a three-layered long cylinder is studied, the core of which is silicon, and the exterior layers are silver and silicon, respectively. The exterior radius of the structure is fixed at 87 nm. Moreover, the material data are all obtained from the optical experiments. The goal of their work is to produce as much scattering as possible, when illuminated by a TM polarized wave. Then it is clear that the only remaining degrees of freedom are the radii of each layer, which are designated as $r_1$, $r_2$ and $r_3$, respectively. Mathematically speaking, this can be realized by maximizing the following function, i.e. the normalized scattering cross section

$$F_i(r_1, r_2, r_3) = \max \left\{ \text{NSCS} \left( \lambda_{\text{opt}}, r_1, r_2, r_3 \right) \right\}.$$  (18)
Clearly, the normalized scattering cross section reaches maximum at the predesigned wavelength, firmly validating the design. Far field radiation patterns for the two are also given in Figure 26, same conclusions can be made.

In the above design, all materials are naturally achievable, and the optimization process is on the geometrical size of each shell, hence it firmly shows the flexibility and practicability of the method and the structure. Based on similar ideas, cloaking devices using multilayered structures with homogeneous or inhomogeneous materials, for spherical or cylindrical objects, and with isotropic or anisotropic parameters, are also put forward and studied in the community [83–85]. Moreover, an experimental demonstration of a free-space cylindrical cloak was made by Chen et al. from Zhejiang University, China, in 2012 [86].

As the last example, we show how a multilayer structure can change the scattering features of a dielectric cylinder into a perfect electric conductor, for which one can call “illusion”. Very recently, Hwang et al proposed an annular multilayer structure using alternating silicon and silicon dioxide layers along the radial direction [47]. In the design, the core has radius $a = 500$ nm and the refractive index $n = 3.475$ (silicon). There are ten periods in the radial direction and each period contains two dielectric mediums with refractive indices $n_1 = 1.45$ (silica) and $n_2 = 3.475$. The thickness for each dielectric is the same, which is 100 nm. Hence, the radius of the metamaterial cylinder is $b = 2500$ nm. A TM polarized plane wave is incident on the cylinder and is scattered by the structure. They show that when the incident photon energy is about 1.2 eV, then the scattering feature of the composite structure is the same as that of Au and PEC, and only very small discrepancies can be observed in the forward direction.
The normalized scattering width is shown in Figure 27. Please note that all three cylinders share the same radius, i.e. 2500 nm. Then, this result tells us that a dielectric cylinder is actually disguised as a gold one or a PEC cylinder. The near field distribution around the structure, as shown in Figure 28, again confirms the arguments. The only difference between the synthetic structure and the PEC cylinder is that the tangential electric field at the exterior boundary of the former does not vanish, as opposed to the latter case.

As a matter of fact, due to the periodic boundary conditions, the wave propagation along the radial direction can be rigorously predicted using Floquet-Bloch theorem. Then, the authors analytically obtained the eigenvalue problem for the problem concerned, and got the Brillouin diagram for the structure. As can be expected for other periodic structures, the multilayer structure was found to exhibit stop- and pass-bands, enabling total reflection in band-gap regions. For photon energy of 1.2 eV, it lies right in the band-gap regions. As a result, the “illusion phenomenon” is quite understandable since waves cannot propagate inside the structure due to large attenuations associated with band-gaps.

Conclusions

In the present work, we have reviewed various devices and methods on scattering manipulations using metamaterials. Generally speaking, all of them involve a shell structure, though it may be bulky or slim, 2D or 3D, and multilayer or single layer. When used to cover the object, all these shell structures can modify the original scattering patterns in a pre-designed manner, like the invisibility, illusion, super-scattering, and abnormal scattering, etc. Though we have tried to cover as many schemes as possible, there are some devices and methods not mentioned in this review.

At the present stage, most devices only produce static manipulations, which means function of the device is fixed when fabricated. However, dynamic and real-time controls are emerging [87]. In this regard, the device has more than one functions on scattering manipulation, which can be dynamically controlled using “switches” embedded in the device. This switchability adds more flexibility for practical designs and will eventually lead to self-adaptive devices, i.e. devices that can change their functions according to different “environments”.

Another way for scattering manipulation is the active scheme. Compared with passive methods reviewed in this work, this scheme involves lots of controllable sensors and emitters around the target. The core of the scheme is to sense the properties of incident waves and at the same time, manipulate the emitters according to calculations on the incident waves. The superimposed field can manifest different results like invisibility, illusion, and abnormal scattering, etc, in accordance with specific calculations [88]. However, we must note that the boundary between active devices [89] and the programmable/controllable metamaterial [44] is disappearing.

Moreover, there are still other methods excluded in this review, among which is the ray optics method, which depends on the usage of lenses for the control of the rays around the target [90–92]. Though work in an approximated way, these devices have the merit of large scale, wide bandwidth, and easy fabrication, etc.

On the other hand, novel metamaterials should be further studied and analyzed since they lay the physical foundation for device realization. In this regard, controllable/programmable metamaterial will be a very important direction. The controllability of metamaterial is the basic requirement for dynamic manipulation of the electromagnetic field. Their controllable properties can make the manipulation of EM fields much simpler, smarter and more flexible. Besides, the working bandwidth poses another problem for practical applications,
especially for those approaches working with the resonance mechanism. Hence, it is also an important research direction to broaden the working bandwidth of metamaterials. In addition to this, metamaterials based on graphene will see lots of applications in the near future. Those metamaterials are ultra-thin 2D films with an atomically-thick thickness, and the electromagnetic properties can be flexibly tuned using electric, magnetic and chemical methods.

In one word, no matter what scheme is applied, it will depend on the realization of novel metamaterials with controllability, flexibility, wide bandwidth, low loss, and compactness, etc. However, Rome was not built in one day! There is still a long way to go to convert research results drastically into productive forces. The existing problems and challenges will definitely propel the research on metamaterials to a higher level.
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